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product summary
Octabins are a heavy-duty packaging solution for the transportation and storage
of bulk cargo such as granular, power and other loose fill products.
Made from heavy-duty corrugated board, the octagonal shaped pack consists
of a base, sleeve and lid, which can be manually erected.
Octabins provide a cost effective and environmentally friendly alternative to
wooden and metal crates.
The heavy-duty but lightweight material decreases the weight of the load,
reducing shipping costs and carbon emissions.
All octabins are designed to withstand the entire supply chain and are
stackable. Optional features such as discharge points are available and, for
extreme loads, an inner sleeve can be added to provide the highest bulk
resistance.
To maximize storage space and minimize transport costs all octabins are
delivered flat. After use the octabin can be easily disposed of and are 100%
recyclable.

executive summary
Octabinz is an industry specialized Octabin manufacturing and trading company.
It’s production and administration is located in Karachi, Pakistan with an aim to
establish local offices in some of the major cities and cater a wide market of the
world.

management team
The management team responsible for the product has experience in the
relative field of the corrugation and packaging industry with an aim now to
solely manufacture corrugated octabins and increase its quality and potential
in this growing market. The company also believes in the evolving weather
conditions and wants to play its role in protecting the environment by
practicing necessary practices to stay environment friendly. For this purpose,
manufacturing a product that is 100% recyclable was a mandatory practice for
the company.

product types
IRREGULAR RIGID OCTABINS:
The panel dimensions can differ:
4 + 2 + 2 equal panels
Please take into account that after filling the
long panels will bulge.
During stacking the octabin sleeve will bear up
to the total weight of the octabin that is
stacked on top.
If the octabin is not completely filled problems
can occur.
The headroom will decrease the stacking
strength of the octabin due to fact that the
octabin panels are not fully filled by the
content.

REGULAR RIGID OCTABINS:
This construction has eight equal panels
During stacking the octabin sleeve will
bear up to the total weight of the octabin
that is stacked on top
If the octabin is not completely filled,
problems can occur.
The headroom will decrease the stacking
strength of the octabin due to the fact
that the octabin panels are not fully filled
by the conten

TELESCOPIC OCTABIN
Octabin design for packing different product densities
This construction consists of 2 combined sleeves
The telescopic sleeve is mounted on the main sleeve
The telescopic sleeve will slip downwards during stacking until
the product level is reached
The product will bear the weight of the octabin stacked on top
No headroom: higher safety level
Octabins can be printed to your specific requirements,
presenting a professional image.

benefits
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EFFECTIVE

Octabins provide a cost effective and
environmentally friendly alternative to wooden and
metal crates
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D E S I GN

The heavy-duty but lightweight material
decreases the weight of the load , reducing
shipping costs and carbon emissions

10 0 %

RECYCLEABLE

After use the octabin can be easily disposed of and are
100% recyclable

All octabins are designed to withstand the entire supply chain and are
stackable. Optional features such as discharge points are available and , for
extreme loads, an inner sleeve can be added to provide the highest bulk
resistance.
To maximize storage space and minimize transport costs all octabins can be
delivered flat.
After use the octabin can be easily disposed of and are 100 % recyclable.

our facility
Our manufacturing facility is located in the industrial hub of Karachi, Pakistan which
includes state of the art machinery and capable labor and engineers working round the
clock for quality assurance.

Due to the unique design and shape of the octabin, constant human involvement is a key
factor to ensure the quality of the boxes. This gives us a competitive advantage over other
manufacturing facilities in the rest of the world due to the cost-effective labor in Pakistan

industries we serve

Plastic Bottle Pre-forms

Powders

Foods and fruit industry

Granular

Flaked products

Tobbaco

Our Octabin styles are designed to serve to its maximum potential for
shipment and storage.

www.octabinz.com
contact@octabinz.com

